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Ask any person in the world who really understands the meaning of money what exactly does he do
to earn that money. Ask that person how long he has been in the business of earning that money,
and when was the last time he laughed his heart out. And once all these questions have been put in
front of him, the only replies that you would get from him is that he never really thought about all
these things. And that is the answer that majority of the wealthiest of people in the world would give.
But these questions that the man named Roger Hamilton is asking are the questions that have the
potential of changing the lives of the people altogether. But the only thing that acts like the
hindrance between the efforts of Roger in his quest to improve the wealth creating abilities of the
people no matter to which strata of the society they belong to is the seeker of the wealth himself.
The ordinary man is so impressed with the existing system of economics that it becomes difficult for
him to listen to a man who is telling something that is completely pointing at a different or rather an
unseen direction.

But then there are millions of people who have really benefited by following the theories of Roger  
Hamilton, and have earned millions from the efforts that they put in under the guidance of Roger or
his team. One of the theories that have really struck the right chord with the people from the
wealthiest to the masses is the theory of wealth dynamics. And after this theory it is the theory of
wealth spectrum that can really help the people in finding their true standing, and the steps that they
should be taking in order to make sure that they successfully progress to the next level of wealth
creation. Actually, the theory of wealth spectrum has many levels starting from the entry level. And
each level has taken into account almost all the written and spoken words on the art of wealth
creation.

When an individual enters the first level the only thing that would happen to him is that all the
unnecessary information that he has encumbered himself with would be chiseled off. The individual
would also be apprised about the things and the knowledge that he should be imbibing in order to
move onto the next level of the theory. And once the individual has reached the final level of this
theory then the only thing that would be left of him is the purity as well as a true connection between
his mind, body, and soul. And once the individual has really reached that level, the only thing that he
would be doing is thanking his stars that he had a mentor like Roger Hamilton. 
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